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“People are increasingly treating their pets as humans.
They want their pets to feel cared-for, comfortable and

mentally stimulated. So there is driving demand for added-
value products, often mirroring mainstream human styling

and healthcare trends. As a result people are prepared to
pay more for their petcare products and to replace them

more often.”
– Jane Westgarth, Senior Market Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Interest in monitoring pet activity levels
• Remote interaction with pets
• Will online trading for pet accessories keep growing?

People love their pets and many treat them as part of the family, effectively treating their animals as
humans. As a result there is a growing market for toys, stylish accessories and pet beds/housing with
added value. In addition, the desire to occupy and ‘treat’ pets is opening up more opportunities for toys
and games including technical ones.

Pet health is also high on the agenda for pet owners and there is a growing market for petcare products
from health supplements to shampoos. Again, many product developments are reflecting human trends
so we are seeing ingredients such as tea tree oil, and niche product developments including
supplements for ageing joints.

The market for petcare products is robust and performs well, even during an economic downturn,
because most pet owners are unwilling to cut back or compromise when it comes to looking after their
pets. But, as consumer spending power picks up, we expect pet owners to spend more, trading up for
added value products.
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Figure 30: Main monitored advertising spend on petcare, by media type, 2014
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Retail innovation

Dogs take centre stage
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Helpful online store locator tool
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Tracking pets’ health and fitness
Figure 32: PitPat dog fitness tracking app

Pets left at home are no longer alone
Figure 33: PetChatz Greet & Treat Videophone
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Interest in high tech products for pets

Getting pets moving

Monitoring lonely pets

Leave pets watching telly

High tech games have young and upscale appeal

Remote feeding
Figure 42: Interest in tech products for pets, April 2015

Data sources

Market sizing and segment performance

Fan chart forecast

Abbreviations

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations
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